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It's easy when times are hard and 
when sales are slow to say "NO" to 
any idea that comes along which will 
cost some money. But that "hunker 
down, bomb shelter" attitude is 
probably doing more harm than good, 
and is helping you squander an 
otherewise perfect opportunity to 
improve and grow.

Conversely, when things are rolling 
along nicely and you and the 
company are busy - busy - busy, 
there is usually no time available to 
undertake new projects that can help 
build your business, even if the 
money is readily at hand.

Smart operators SEE this, and are 
using this slow period  to put new 
systems and enhancements in place, 
preparing for the inevitable upswing 
in business which (as history shows) 
will eventually come.

If you operate a warehouse and you 
are still picking orders from printed 
dockets, then this is an obvious area 
of the business where improvements 
can readily be made that will pay for 
themselves in 12 to 18 months 
(typically).

Likewise, if some or all of your profits 
are generated by field staff who 
struggle with paper dockets to record 
revenue-generating information, then 
you must know that there is a better 
way!

Why not do something about it now?  
The solutions are not Rocket 
Science, and we can help you get 
from A to Z pretty painlessly. 

Then when the good times start to 
roll again, you'll be ready to get out in 
front, and  you won't have to say 
"Uhh, we'll do it next year".

OMNII RT15 - THE BEAUTIFULLY 
RUGGED HANDHELD FOR FIELD 

WORKERS
The new Omnii RT15 is the result of requests 
for a sleeker, customer-facing device that’s 
rugged enough to handle unforgiving field 
environments. It combines modularity, 
performance and durability for mobile 
workers.

The RT15  leverages Psion's single, versatile 
Omnii computing platform to help deliver new 
technologies quickly and easily. This means it 
can be simply configured to meet any business 
need – now or in the future – with no risk of 
obsolescence. 

 For more information, visit: www.psion.com
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Xplore Technologies Inc. makes the world's most rugged 
PC. They are the most powerful and longest lasting in 
their class, leverage industry standards and connectivity, 
with competitive pricing and the highest ROI.

Xplore created the world's first truly rugged PC in 2002. 
With over 100,000 deployments, Xplore tablets are 
consistently rated the #1 most rugged, most powerful 
tablet PCs in the world.

● Pen Computing Editor’s Choice for "Best Rugged Slate Style
  Tablet PC"
● Laptop Magazine Editor’s Choice Award Winner
● Microsoft Design and Customer Solution Category Winner
● TabletPC2 Editor’s Choice for Indoor/Outdoor Screen
● Enterprise Week Editor’s Choice – 5 Star Rating

Their tablets use powerful, modern, Intel i7 processors 
combined with the fastest and most durable disk access 
to ensure you have the computing power you need today 
and tomorrow. 

The tablets are tested more vigorously for shock, thermal, 
vibration, impact, ingress and emissions than any other 
PC in the industry, and are proven to pass a 7’ drop test, 
while operating, and even be totally submersed for 30 
minutes--and still work perfectly.

World-class ruggedness combined with a superb sunlight-
readable screen described as “among the very best 
displays” ever made makes Xplore Technologies’ tablets 
perfect for field work, military operations, warehouses, 
public services, or any other environment that demands 
the most rugged.

       Visit: www.xploretech.com

NEW: Introducing the UltraThin™ family of products: 
Flex LP and Flex AI!

Exceptional on-off metal performance with a much 
thinner profile and the ability to support flexible 
application on curved surfaces!

Highly flexible tags ideally suited for metal and non-
metal surfaces found on cylinders, drums, racks, or 
other curved objects. Its slim construction also enables 
mounting on the undersides of laptops or other objects 
where a low profile is required.

This tag's compact form factor is convenient for 
application to assets with limited surface area such as 
laptop computers, shelf-edge retail warehouse racks or 
other equipment requiring low-profile RFID tags. The 
Flex UHF RFID tag is available in two form factors: 
Printed label finish: 3 sizes with adhesive backing for 
easy attachment directly to assets
Rigid case: 100mm x 21mm x 7.2mm with adhesive 
backing; suitable for use in applications that require 
weather-resistant, durable tags that can withstand 
moist environments.

With their mid-range read distance and intermediate 
size, Flex tags provide the flexibility of a longer read 
range while maintaining a smaller tag footprint. Flex 
tags are ideal for: Laptops Pallets, carts and tools 
Construction helmets Manufacturing equipment 
Returnable Transport Items Cylinders and Rounded 
Objects

Tag Features:

● Ultimate reliability and accuracy on any material in
  any environment. 
● Optimized to perform equally well both on, off, and
  near metal. 
● Best-in-class RFID read performance-to-size ratio.
● Supplied with a printed label finish or rigid case. 
● 36 month warranty on Flex Rigid. 
● 240 bit EPCglobal Class-1 Gen2-compliant Silicon .
● Ideal for IT inventory management or location
  monitoring of high-value metal or liquid assets.

Visit www.omni-id.com for more info.

http://www.omni-id.com/


Control and Command Remote 
Applications with the Unimax 
Advanced Industrial 3G HSPA 

Ethernet Router
 

The evolved Unimax HSUPA Ethernet Router is 
driven by the superior technology of Maxon's 
Intelimax Engine taking your application to the 
next level. Maximise your wireless speeds and 
capabilities over a wide area with 3G Connectivity 
for enhanced management of both remote 
industrial and M2M applications for complete 
control and command of your data.

Universally deployable, the versatile Unimax is a 
must have for your wireless telemetry needs.

Unimax Industrial HSUPA Modem features:

• Quad band HSPA
• Supports packet switched data
• 7.2Mbps downlink, 2Mbps uplink
• Ethernet connectivity
• Digital inputs / outputs
● Option I/O board

The Agrident AIR200 ISO 
reader module is  designed 
as integrated reader head 
for the Psion Workabout 
Pro handheld computer. 

The combination of the  
AIR200 RFID Reader for 
ISO transponders with the 
flexibility of the WIN CE or 
WIN Mobile handheld 
Workabout PRO offers 
unique fast and convenient 
data collection, and all the 
flexibility and connectivity 
of the Workabout PRO e.g. 
with Bluetooth, WLAN or 
an additional barcode 
Reader.

With the one-hand-
operation it is the ideal 
solution when an 
application requires many 
data, flexible programming 
and wireless connectivity 
like at breeding, dairy

operation, transport and veterinarian services. The 
AIR200 reader modules are fully compatible to the ISO 
standard 11784/5 and thus read HDX- and FDX-B-
compatible transponders; H4002-compatible 
transponders can be read optionally.

The reader module fits easily into the Workabout PRO 
handheld computer using the X-Mod interface and is 
compatible to the different operating systems of WIN 
CE.NET and Windows Mobile in the Workabout Pro. 
The AIR200 Reader contains a configurable interface 
to the Workabout PRO and enables the user to 
integrate transponder data very easily in his/her 
software application. The data are available in different 
data formats. A SDK for the different operating systems 
is available as well as a Wedge software for the easy 
integration into existing software.

The compact design and the low weight of the system 
guarantee a high operating comfort. In addition the 
AIR200 Reader module provides an additional plug for 
an external antenna, like the stick antennas AEA080, 
AEA090 and the telescopic antenna AEA121. This 
makes the reading of bolus or ear tags at a distance of 
up to 2 m more convenient.

BE READY FOR NAIT!



With skyrocketing labor and logistics
costs and constant pressure on margins, 
warehouse efficiency is a must. Before 
wireless WMS came into the picture, 
stores received boxes of stock 
accompanied by paperwork detailing 
items in the delivery. Staff members 
then manually checked each box's 
contents against the manifest. Using 
this method, store staff could not see 
what items should be in which box, or whether items were 
missing until each box had been checked. It was also difficult 
to tell whether all ordered boxes had been received. 

Wireless warehouse solutions work by linking warehouse 
workers to the backend application server where warehouse 
activities are being recorded via a wireless handheld device. 
The device tells employees where to go to pick up, put away, 
count, or move product within the plant. This translates to a 
better control over the movement and storage of materials 
within the warehouse; it maximises the efficiency of the receipt 
and shipment of goods, optimises warehouse space utilization, 
and the system knows at all times exactly where goods are 
stored,- allowing employees to improve and maintain high 
customer service levels. 

The wireless solution allows staff to streamline workflow. On 
entering employee ID, the device shows the next batch to be 
picked up according to priority. The system directs the picker 
via the wireless handheld device to the specified location and 
scans the product barcode to confirm the correct item has been 
picked in the correct quantity. In other words wireless WMS 
assign employees specific areas of responsibility in the 
warehouse. The barcode data is entered into the WMS, 
including the measurements, location, number of products in a 
box, number of boxes on a pallet and storage conditions and 
provides up to minute information for picking of a single order, 
multiple orders for different customers.
 
When items are received to be put away, the staff members 
scan a bar code on the box. The bar code when scanned reveals 
information about the box’s contents. Items from the box are 
scanned and results are compared so discrepancies are 
immediately obvious. The software then directs warehouse staff 
to put away items into a suitable location. Most WMS solutions 
also allow partial deliveries and stores can elect to receive 
stock carton by carton, depending on immediate needs. 

With a WMS solution, sales staff can provide accurate 
information to customers about stock availability; Warehouse 
staff can find items quickly and easily. The WMS solution 
combines front and back end technology. Some systems run 
terminal emulation while others run a browser based system. 
Either way,  all you need is a wireless handheld device and 
wireless infrastructure to work with. 

The WMS retrieves and stores information in the centralised 
database as the server; it cuts the risk of data synchronization 
errors and eliminates duplicate entries. 

The WMS is aid to offer greater efficiency and accuracy to 
businesses, through increased pick rates, decreased errors, 
higher compliancy, and accurate forecasting of warehouse 
resources and demands. . n 

How Wireless WMS
Solutions Work

ClearPass QuickConnect offers an easy way for users to 
self configure
their Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, and Android devices to 
support 802.1X authentication on wired and wireless.

Device configuration is one of the most complicated 
parts of deploying 802.1X and strengthening network 
access security. It is also a challenge to reach all users 
and devices in a timely manner. 

ClearPass QuickConnect changes this by dramatically 
streamlining and simplifying device configuration for IT 
and end users alike.

Creating a uniquely simplified workflow, ClearPass 
QuickConnect facilitates and accelerates bring-your-
own-device (BYOD) initiatives, propagates the 
deployment of more secure network access using 
802.1X, and reduces helpdesk calls and IT overhead.

Key features 
• Cloud-hosted provisioning utility makes it easy to create 802.1X
  deployment packages for endpoint devices.
• 802.1X deployment packages are easily installed on endpoint
  devices and automatically configured through a simple user-driven
   wizard.
• Supported operating systems and supplicants:
 - Windows XP, Vista and 7
 - Mac OS X
 - iOS – iPhone, iPad and iPod
 - Android 2.2 and above
 - SecureW2 client
• Customizable user-driven device configuration wizard.
• Centralized administrative control and management.
• Complete log of all changes.
• Adds a greater level of security to wireless and wired network
  access.
• Enables endpoint posture and health-check settings.
• Automatically downloads Aruba ClearPass OnGuard™ agents and
  other applications.

Find out about more ClearPass QuickConnect. 
Visit www.arubanetworks.com
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